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ABSTRACT
One of the primary scientific limitations of adaptive optics (AO) has been the incomplete knowledge of the point spread
function (PSF), which has made it difficult to use AO for accurate photometry and astrometry in both crowded and
sparse fields, for extracting intrinsic morphologies and spatially resolved kinematics, and for detecting faint sources in
the presence of brighter sources. To address this limitation, we initiated a program to determine and demonstrate PSF
reconstruction for science observations obtained with Keck AO. This paper aims to give a broad view of the progress
achieved in implementing a PSF reconstruction capability for Keck AO science observations.
This paper describes the implementation of the algorithms, and the design and development of the prototype operational
tools for automated PSF reconstruction. On-sky performance is discussed by comparing the reconstructed PSFs to the
measured PSF’s on the NIRC2 science camera. The importance of knowing the control loop performance, accurate
mapping of the telescope pupil to the deformable mirror and the science instrument pupil, and the telescope segment
piston error are highlighted. We close by discussing lessons learned and near-term future plans.
Keywords: adaptive optics, point spread function reconstruction, Strehl ratio, laser guide star, segment piston error, noncommon path aberration, phase diversity, W. M. Keck Observatory

1. INTRODUCTION
W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO) was the first to implement both natural guide star (NGS) and laser guide star (LGS)
AO systems on a large telescope in order to achieve angular resolutions in the near-infrared that match the angular
resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope at visible wavelengths. A total of 633 refereed science papers have been
published through 2015 using the Keck AO systems. WMKO has endeavored to continually improve the capabilities of
these systems.
One of the challenges for AO science instruments is the limitations due to incomplete knowledge of the PSF making
them difficult to use AO for accurate photometry and astrometry in both crowded and sparse fields, for extracting
intrinsic morphologies and spatially resolved kinematics, and for detecting faint sources in the presence of brighter
sources. The characteristics of the PSF vary with observing condition, instrumental parameters, and guide star properties
and hence the need for PSF estimation for each science exposures. Moreover, the PSF depends on the position in the
science field due to field dependent instrument distortions and anisoplanatism due to the difference in turbulence
between the guide star and the science target.
The goal of the PSF determination program at WMKO is to provide a PSF estimate for every point in the science field
through post processing of the AO telemetry data taken in parallel with the science observations. The resulting capability
of producing a high-fidelity PSF estimate will provide dramatic science gains and stands as one of the next major
challenges for achieving further breakthroughs in high angular resolution science.
The PSF determination efforts at WMKO can be broadly classified into two categories: on-axis and off-axis cases. In the
on-axis case, the guide star is co-aligned with the science object. In the off-axis case the natural guide star (NGS) is
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located within an ~30″ radius field around the science target for NGS AO and an ~60″ radius field for laser guide star
(LGS) AO. Both the on-axis and the off-axis cases could use a NGS or a LGS. The off-axis LGS could be further
divided into (1) tip/tilt NGS off-axis and LGS on-axis, and (2) tip-tilt NGS and LGS off-axis (the off-axis angle for the
tip/tilt NGS and the LGS need not be the same). The on-axis PSF determination is led by WMKO with a sub-contract to
the University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland (Hes-so) and is funded by the National Science Foundation
(NSF). The off-axis PSF determination effort is led by UCLA, including a sub-contract with the Optical Sciences
Company, and is funded by the W. M. Keck Foundation. The NSF funding also supports designing an operational tool
for PSF determination that would make use of both PSF determination efforts. More recently, we have initiated technical
collaborations with Marcos van Dam at Flat Wavefronts, Luc Gilles and Lianqi Wang at the TMT, and Carlos Correia
and Olivier Martin at LAM in validating the PSF reconstruction algorithm. This paper gives a broad view of the progress
achieved in implementing this capability for Keck AO science observations, with a special emphasis to the on-axis NGS
case and the work performed since our last update at the AO4ELT4 conference in October 2015 [1][2].
The outline of the paper is as follows: The concept of the PSF reconstruction is briefly described in Section 2, core onaxis algorithm development in Section 3, operational tool/facility development in Section 4, recent AO performance
optimization/characterization relevant to PSF reconstruction in Section 5, highlights of the on-axis results in Section 6,
off-axis algorithm development in Section 7, science verification plan in Section 8, and a brief summary and future plans
in Section 9.

2. THE CONCEPT
The PSF is the response of an imaging system to a point source. The image of a complex astronomical object can be seen
as a convolution of the true object and the instrumental PSF. There are several terms involved in defining the complex
astronomical optical system and the uncorrected atmospheric turbulence.
The approach taken at WMKO involves (1) computing the guide star PSF from wave front sensor (WFS) measurements
using the technique introduced by Véran et al. [3] for a curvature WFS and modal correction AO system (PUEO on the
CFHT), which is applicable to a Shack-Hartmann WFS and zonal correction system such as the Keck AO systems
[1][2][4], and (2) computing the science PSF by applying anisoplanatic corrections to the guide star PSF using a
modified version of the Arroyo software package written by Matthew Britton [5][6] and off-axis instrument
characterization by the UCLA team [7].
Assuming that the residual phase is stationary over the telescope pupil, the long exposure Optical Transfer Function
(OTF) can be written as the product of the instrumental OTF (telescope and instrument optics) and an OTF associated
with the residual post-AO wavefront error, i.e.
=

(1)

.

The long exposure PSF is estimated from the reconstructed OTF through an inverse Fourier transform. The OTFAO is
related to the residual phase structure function, DAO (νλ) as follows:
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The wavefront phase errors are assumed to be composed of complementary and orthogonal components, namely,
controlled and uncontrolled modes. The residual errors of the controlled modes (tip/tilt and higher order or deformable
mirror, DM, errors) are estimated from the AO control loop data, and the errors of the uncontrolled modes (fitting error
and aliasing) are estimated through modeling of astronomical seeing knowing the instrument characteristics. i.e.
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Where λ is the wavelengtth of science observation, ν is the angular frequency vector
v
on the sky, <
> is the
o the DM moddes (the influennce functions), and DTT
covariance of the WFS meaasurements, Ui,j is the spatiall correlations of
(νλ), DFE (νλ)) and DAL (νλ) are the tip/tilt, fitting error annd WFS aliasinng structure fuunctions, respecctively.
Aberrations not
n seen by thee wavefront sennsor can be esttimated through on-sky phasee diversity meaasurements. In the case
of LGS AO, focal anisoplaanatism must be
b included annd for off-axis cases at least tip/tilt
t
anisplannatism is requiired. For
the cases whhere the LGS is off-axis, anngular anisoplaanatism is alsoo needed. The anisoplanatism
m terms are estimated
through Cn2 profiles
p
from an
a on-site MAS
SS/DIMM atmoospheric profiller [1][2][4].
A schematic diagram illusttrating various components of
o the PSF reconstruction proocess is shownn in Figure 1. The top,
middle, and the bottom levels show vaarious componnents developeed at Hes-so (Haute école spécialisée dee Suisse
occidentale), WMKO, and UCLA, respecctively.

Figure 1: A scchematic diagram
m of the PSF reconstruction proccess showing varrious componentts developed at different
d
locationns.

3. CORE ON
N-AXIS SOF
FTWARE
The core on--axis software consists of thrree major com
mponents, nameely, (1) the atm
mospheric seeinng estimation tool, (2)
static low ordder aberration estimation toool, and (3) the PSF reconstruuction tool. Thee first tool is essential
e
for thee second
and the third, and the secon
nd one is essential for the thirrd.
pheric Seeing Estimation
E
Toool
3.1 Atmosp
The seeing toool estimates th
he Fried param
meter and the ouuter scale throuugh statistical analysis of thee commands too the DM
of the AO syystem during closed
c
loop opperations. The principle of the
t method waas proposed byy Véran et al. [3], and
demonstratedd on a modal system
s
(PUEO, a curvature sensor based syystem). We exttend this methood to retrieve the
t outer
scale of turbbulence as welll. We find thaat measuring the
t Fried param
meter and outeer scale duringg science obseervations
along the direction of th
he science targget is crucial to achieve thhe necessary accuracy on the propertiess of the
reconstructedd PSFs as theese parameterss are non-stationary, both inn time and sppace. Figure 2 shows that thhe Fried
parameter esstimated from the closed looop AO telemetrry compares well
w with the values
v
estimateed from long exposure
e
NIRC2 imagges. The implementation of the
t seeing tooll for our PSF reconstruction
r
program is prresented in twoo journal
papers [8], [99].
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Figure 2: Friedd parameter estim
mated from closed loop AO telemetry is comparred to the value estimated
e
from long
l
exposure NIRC2
N
images.

3.2 Static ab
berration estim
mation
The achieveed Strehl ratio
o of the Keckk AO systems under excelleent seeing conndition are lim
mited by statiic phase
aberrations inntroduced by the
t optical elem
ments of the tellescope and the instrument, calibration
c
erroors, and the inaability of
Shack Hartm
mann wavefrontt sensors to meeasure segmentt piston errors. The phase abeerrations couldd be measured from the
science imagges as was dem
monstrated for the Hubble sppace telescope (HST) [10, 111, 12] althoughh measuring thhe phase
errors in the presence
p
of thee residual atmoospheric turbullence is much harder.
h
The phase-diiversity techniq
que [13] was chosen
c
to meassure the low order static aberrations in the system as thiss has the
potential to be
b used with non-point
n
sourrces, as this iss the case for on-sky objectss due to residuual turbulence, and no
additional haardware is invo
olved in makinng defocused im
mages. The deffocused images are taken by moving the wavefront
w
sensor focus stage typically
y by 5 mm (0.66 waves) for measurements
m
taaken at 1.64555 μm. This sim
mplistic approacch of not
simultaneoussly taking in-fo
focus and out-oof-focus imagees poses some challenges inn practice – esppecially under varying
seeing condittions. We take about 20 long exposure imagges each for thhe in-focus and defocused obsservations and form infocus and ouut-of-focus pairrs taken under similar seeingg condition. A journal articlee on the implem
mentation of thhe phase
diversity scheme at WMKO
O is being preppared.
On-sky in-foocus and out-off-focus NIRC2 data, taken onn 2013 Feb. 3 UT,
U is presenteed below to illuustrate the perfformance
of the algoritthm. The meassurements weree taken using thhe Fe II narrow
w band filter (eeffective wavellength = 1.6455 μm) at
three defocus values: -2 mm,
m -4 mm & -6 mm, corressponding to ann rms wavefronnt error of 0.244, 0.48 & 0.722 waves,
respectively. The retrieved phase maps are shown in Fiigure 3. The rm
ms WF error of
o the three phaase maps (left to right)
are 97, 105 & 102 nm, resp
pectively. The consistency off the phase maaps at differentt defocus valuee is apparent. Also,
A
the
model and the
t zonal reco
onstructions give similar reesults. The recconstruction coode produces large and unnphysical
excursion off the phase on the
t very edge of
o the segmentted pupil, and we
w are workingg on a solutionn to mitigate thhis issue.
Figure 4 com
mpares the retriieved average phase
p
map from
m 2013 Feb. 3 UT with that of 2013 Aug. 01 UT. The siimilarity
between the two phase maaps suggests thhat there is a component
c
of the static aberrration that is stable
s
over at least six
month periodd.
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dz:2 mm

dZ: 6 mm

dz: 4 mm

RMS: 97 nm
n
P2V: 655 nm

RMS: 102 nm
R
m
P
P2V:
571 nm
m

RMS: 105 nm
n
P2V: 603 n
nm

Figure 3: Thee retrieved phaase map for thee three epochs using the phaase diversity alggorithm. Left to
t right: phase diversity
measurementss taken with defo
ocus values -2 mm,
m -4 mm & -6 mm (0.24, 0.48
8 & 0.72 wavess at 1.6455 μm
m), respectively.

average Fel

average

RMS 98 nm

RMS 97

P2V 704 nm

P2V 65'

II

Figure 4: The retrieved phase map for the two engineering runns (2013 Feb. 033 & 2013 Aug. 01) using the phaase diversity algoorithm.

3.3 PSF recconstruction
The PSF reconstruction too
ol, developed in
i IDL for NIR
RC2 science observations,
o
u
uses
AO telemeetry data savedd as IDL
mation stored inn the fits headeer of the sciencce exposures. The
T PSF
save files in addition to insstrument configguration inform
oes not look att the science data
d
as the obbjective is to predict
p
the scieence PSF. Thee MASS
reconstructioon program do
profiler data is required to measure focall anisoplanatism
m for the LGS cases, and tiltt and angular anisoplanatism
a
ms for the
S data is currenntly manually downloaded from
f
the Maunna Kea Weathher Center webbsite but
off-axis casees. The MASS
efforts are unnderway to auttomatically acqquire them. Thhe PSF reconstrruction tool geets the Fried paarameter by caalling the
seeing tool (S
Section 3.1) an
nd the instrumeent OTF from the
t phase-map generated usinng phase diverssity technique (Section
3.2). The toool also requiress the Uij matrixx (the spatial correlations of the deformablee mirror (DM)) modes - the innfluence
functions) alrready computeed for the Keckk WFS configuuration and storred as an IDL save
s
file.
The main tassk of the tool iss to generate AO
A OTF for a given
g
science exposure
e
by coomputing varioous structure fuunctions,
namely the (1) tip/tilt (2) DM,
D (3) WFS alliasing, (4) fitting error, (5) focal
f
anisoplannatism, (6) tilt anisoplanatism
a
m, and (7)
ucture functionns. The tip/tilt,, focal, and anggular anisoplannatisms have also
a been impllemented
angular anisooplanatism stru
at the WMKO
O for testing purposes.
p
We will
w be compariing these termss with that devveloped at UCL
LA and have thhe option
to use either of the implemeentation in the final operationnal tool.
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The DM structure function is computed from the covariance of the WFS measurements using the Uij matrix. The fitting
error is computed using a Monte-Carlo algorithm where instantaneous turbulent phase screens are generated, and
projected on to the influence function basis made from an empiral model of the DM influence function. The projection is
subtracted from the initial turbulent phase, and the instantaneous residual phase power spectral density (PSD) is
computed. The procedure is run until a convergence is reached on the long exposure PSD. The structure function is then
computed from the 2D correlation of the residual phase computed from the Fourier transform of the PSD. The final OTF
is computed using Eq. 1 through 3.

4. OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE AND COMPUTATIONAL FACILITY
In addition to the core algorithm software, several tools have been developed at WMKO with the goal of transitioning
the PSF demonstration project into a facility class operational tool. An initial version of the prototype operational tool
was developed in the IDL environment through multiple scripts. In order to provide more stability, a database and a task
scheduler were implemented subsequently as a part of the prototype. The effort involves (1) modifications to the AO
telemetry archival process, (2) data management and workflow development (including a task scheduler, mySQL
database, and an interactive web-based graphical tool), and (3) computational facility development (including storage
disks/tapes and servers) [2].
4.1 AO Telemetry Archival
The telemetry recording system (TRS) records telemetry data on AO nights. Data is sampled at 10 MHz and saved to a
PostgreSQL database. The amount of data stored in the database is large enough such that the database disk has to be
cleared on a rolling seven day cycle. To preserve the telemetry data for a longer period of time and to reduce the disk
space requirements, the data is selectively retrieved and transferred to disk storage as described below.
A script retrieves and saves TRS data for the integration period of a given science FITS file. The script is started via a
cronjob and runs daily. The script uses IDL routines to find the appropriate FITS files, verify that they are on-sky images
and that the AO loops are closed, and then retrieve the TRS data. The retrieval of the TRS data involves querying the
database through a C-interface to the PostgreSQL database. The processing tasks are currently running on a storage
server.
The cronjob starts at 8 am daily and the data extraction typically takes a few hours depending on the amount of science
data collected the previous night.
4.2 Data Management and workflow
To facilitate the processing of archived and new data, a prototype software infrastructure has been developed to collect,
ingest, monitor and manage the required science and telemetry data. PSF reconstruction (PSF-R) tasks are scheduled for
processing immediately after ingestion into the system. A workflow control task dispatches the scheduled tasks to
multiple hosts; depending on available resources up to 48 tasks can be executed in parallel. The task’s progress and
status can be monitored and displayed via a web-based graphical tool, which can also be used to cancel tasks or select
tasks for re-processing. The tools use MySQL, PHP and JavaScript database/language. These tools enable easy
monitoring of the status of telemetry extraction and PSF-R processes, and enable easy rerun of telemetry extraction and
PSF-R processes, if necessary. The concept of scheduling multiple tasks (one task per each science exposure) on
multiple computers across the Keck network guarantees the completion of PSF-R of the science data from the previous
night before sunset.
4.3 Computational Facility and Data Storage
The computational facility includes (1) the servers used for computation, and (2) the storage system to accommodate at
least ~3 years of data readily accessible for PSF-R.
The PSF reconstructions are performed on two computer systems in parallel across the internal network: (1) a virtual
computer system in Linux environment, and (2) a dedicated storage server, a Linux host, that holds the AO telemetry
data and some Keck Observatory Archive (KOA; [14]) data.
The AO telemetry data collected during science exposures are archived to the PSF-R data storage system. Re-processing
of the existing/old data may be required if the PSF-R application is modified and hence we would like to have the data
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readily available online on the network. The storage requirement is ~ 10 TB/year/telescope to hold about 3 years of data,
therefore a total of 60 TB total storage for Keck 1 and Keck 2. As the storage cost tends to go down with time, we started
off with half this capacity.
The nightly AO telemetry data are transferred to the storage disk before noon (HST) the following day. This provides the
necessary time in the afternoon for lev0 data processing. We opted for an ASL Sovereign 4898SRT storage server with ~
33 TB of useable space. The 33 TB storage space is carved up into smaller volumes so that we can freeze the data and
back it up to LTO-6 tapes for the offline storage requirement. A new LTO-6 tape drive has been procured and physically
connected to the Sovereign 4898SRT server for data backup for disaster recovery purposes. The LTO-6 tape drive is a
2.4TB non-compressed data storage device; therefore we have configured Network File System (NFS) storage volumes
to be approximately 2 TB each. The goal is to be able to store a NFS volume on a single tape.

5. AO PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION/CHARACTERIZATION
We discuss some of the AO performance improvements being made to improve PSF reconstructions in addition to
improving the image quality. A toolkit has been developed at WMKO to interface the core algorithm to the Keck
software platform and to improve the accuracy of PSF-R. The software includes routines to (1) account for control loop
delays and tip/tilt mirror dynamics (Section 5.2), (2) apply centroid gain corrections (Section 5.3), and (3) potentially
measure high order static phase aberrations (Section 5.4).
5.1 Telescope pupil registration to the DM and NIRC2 pupil masks
The Keck telescope pupil was decentered with respect to the NIRC2 pupil masks by ~ 34 mm in x and ~ 478 mm in y on
NIRC2 in telescope primary mirror space during the period most of the engineering data was taken. Additionally the
telescope pupil nutated by ~ 159 mm peak-to-peak in the telescope primary space as the AO rotator rotates. A NIRC2
pupil mask was therefore not used for PSF-R observations. Subsequently the K2 AO bench was realigned to accurately
map the telescope pupil to the DM and the NIRC2 pupil masks. This is crucial to apply the algorithm to science
observations typically taken using one of the NIRC2 pupil masks.
5.2 Control loop delay verification and tip/tilt mirror dynamics update
One of the uncertainties in the PSF-R has been incomplete knowledge of the mirror dynamics and loop delays. Our
earlier attempts to verify and/or improve the control loop model parameters both from on-sky data and internal data have
been inconclusive primarily due to daytime beam-train vibrations and residual turbulence in the case of on-sky data.
More recently, the tip/tilt loop delays for different wave front sensor camera clocks have been validated through an
internal test with carefully chosen intensity levels to have adequate measurement noise in the data; the data was also
taken over the weekend to minimize vibrations from activities at the summit. We took telemetry data using the
calibration source (SFP) and running the wavefront controller with different frame rates, programs and loop gains. These
measurements were then compared with the modeled control law [15]. An excellent agreement is attained between the
measured and modeled rejection transfer functions by modifying the model for the tip-tilt mirror dynamics. The updated
model for the tip/tilt mirror dynamics on Keck II, obtained by trial and error, is as follows:
( )=

2.55 × 10

2.55 × 10
+ 4.5 × 10 + 4 × 10

+

where s is the complex number frequency. A power spectrum of the tip/tilt residuals taken at 438 Hz with a very high
loop gain of 0.7 using the artificial light source is shown in Figure 5. The measurements were taken at a low light level
in order to be dominated by the measurement noise. The blue and red curves represent the rejection transfer function
using the old and new tip-tilt mirror dynamics respectively. It can be seen that the new curve does a much better job of
matching the measured power spectrum.
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Figure 5: Meaasured power speectrum when runnning at 438 Hz with
w a loop gainn of 0.7. The moddeled rejection trransfer function using
the old and new
w tip-tilt mirror dynamics are ovver-plotted in bluue and red respeectively.

A similar tesst was perform
med for the Kecck I AO system
m and the updaated model for the mirror dynnamics on Kecck I is as
follows:
( )=

4.2 × 10

4.2 × 10
0
+ 4.5 × 10
0

− 7 × 10
0

The loop deelays for the STRAP
S
tip/tiltt sensor (usedd for the LGS case) are exppected to be of
o the order of
o a few
microsecondds and as the sensor integratioon time is typiccally a few millliseconds, the latency
l
for thiss case is negliggible.
The DM looop delays havee also been verified
v
throughh DM loop noise modellingg. The measurred power speectra are
compared wiith models obttained by filterring noise throough the theorretical rejectionn transfer funcction. The resuults for a
sample case taken at 1054
4 Hz is shown in Figure 6. The
T match of the control looop model to the
t data is not entirely
satisfactory. The measured
d power spectruum shows sharrp peaks and a broad hump centering
c
arounnd 375 Hz. Wee will be
investigatingg the source off the strong peeaks measured on Keck II annd in understannding why thee power spectra do not
look as expeccted.

Figure 6: Meaasured power speectrum of DM looop at 1054 Hz with
w a loop gain of 0.4. The moddeled rejection transfer function is
i overplotted in red.
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5.3 Automaated centroid gain
g
update
As the tip/tiltt loop delays for
f the wavefroont sensor is noow verified thrrough laboratory experimentss and the tip/tilt mirror
dynamics has been updated
d, the control laaw modeling of
o on-sky tip/tilt residuals proovides more reeasonable estim
mation of
centroid gainn from on-sky data
d for the NG
GS case – espeecially for the cases
c
where measurement
m
errror dominates over the
bandwidth errror. The contrrol loop modeeling serves thee purpose of validating
v
the automated cenntroid gain upddate tool
based on the seeing estimattion and daytim
me spot size calibration.
We have im
mplemented an operational toool that addreesses the sourcce of the probblem (i.e. autoomatically upddates the
centroid gainn in real time based on the seeing). The updated
u
centrooid gain (CG) is
i estimated byy quadraticallyy adding
contributionss from the atm
mospheric seeinng (ω0) at 640 nm and the staatic (daytime) spot size (0.6446" – primarilly due to
charge diffussion) as follows:
=

∗

(

) + 0.646
0

√2
2 ∗ 2.3
355

(5)

Where FF iss the fudge faactor to be sett through simuulation and is currently set to
t unity. Figuure 7 (left) shhows the
performance of the tool durring Keck II AO
A testing on 2016 May 31 UT.
U The defaultt centroid gain is 0.527 that is correct
only when thhe seeing is 0.7
75". The operaator could channge the seeing settings to 0.55", 1.0, 1.5, or 2.0" but this iss seldom
optimized inn practice. We intentionally left the settingss at the default value (dashed green lines in
i Figure 7) too test the
performance of the new too
ol. When we acquire a targett on the WFS, the
t target acquuisition tool setts this parametter to the
default valuee and the new automated cenntroid gain upddate tool estimaates the seeingg and updates the
t WFS centrroid gain
(blue filled squares)
s
during
g the science exxposure. Also plotted in this figure is the centroid
c
gain estimated
e
throuugh postprocessing of
o AO telemetrry data (red fillled circles). As
A the tool hass an integratorr, high frequenncy seeing chaarges are
rejected by design.
d
Figure 7 (right) show
ws an example for the currennt default state where the AO
O system uses a wrong
centroid gainn.
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Figure 7: Left: Automatically updated centroiid gain is compaared to the defauult and the ones estimated througgh post-processiing of the
w not updatedd.
AO telemetry during these obsservations. Righht: Same as the leeft figure but forr a night when thhe centroid gain was

The automateed centroid gaiin update tool uses
u the Keck seeing monitorr (identified inn Figure 1) which is similar too the one
presented in Section 3.1 an
nd is an extenssion of the woork of Schöck et
e al. [16] usinng the open looop measuremeents. The
tool has beeen validated ussing simulationns carried out in yao (http:///frigaut.githubb.io/yao/index.html) over a range
r
of
seeing, guidee star magnitud
des and frame rates (with thee appropriate WFS
W camera prrogram in use). The results shhow that
the seeing estimates are exccellent (better than
t
10% accuuracy) and conssistent.
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Simulations were
w run in yaao to find the coorrect value off the centroid gain
g as a function of seeing em
mpirically. Thee correct
value was gaauged in two diifferent ways.
First, 300 nm
m of 90-degreee astigmatism
m was added to the wavefrront sensing path.
p
The centtroids induced by this
aberration were then used to
t define the ceentroid originss. We then run simulations with
w different ceentroid gains, and
a save
w
Thee correct centrooid gain shouldd lead to a wavvefront with no average astigm
matism.
the residual wavefront.
Second, the power spectru
um of the tip-tiilt residual waas compared with
w the modeleed power specctrum to see what
w
loop
gain it correesponds to. Firrst, the simulaations were ruun using an iddeal WFS, whhich looks at the
t mean slope of the
wavefront ovver the subaperrtures (i.e., it does
d
not compuute slopes). Thhen the simulatiions were run using Fourier optics
o
to
simulate the WFS, and the centroid gain that
t produces thhe same rejectiion transfer funnction is deem
med to be correcct.
The results from
fr
the simulaation are presennted in Table 1.
1 It can be seeen that over thee scientifically useful operatinng range
of the AO syystem (r0 ≥ 7.5 cm), the centrooid gain varies by a factor off two.

r0 (cm)

No turrb.

25

20

1
15

12.5

10

7.5

5

From NC
CPA

0.3344

0.367

0.385

0
0.427

0.4666

0.533

0
0.657

0.9344

From Power specttrum

0.3344

0.367

0.385

0
0.427

0.4666

0.508

0
0.611

0.8655

Table 1: Centrroid gain estimatted from the NC
CPA method and the power specttrum method as a function of Friied’s parameter at
a 500
nm.

These resultss were compared with the exxpected centroid gain due to the
t seeing (Eq. (5)) after scaling the seeingg for 640
nm from the estimated valu
ue at 500 nm and
a optimizingg the fudge facctor (FF). The results are plotted in Figure 8. It can
be seen that the
t centroid gaain values calcuulated using thhe power specttrum and NCPA
A methods agrree very well with
w each
other, especially in good seeeing. Where thhere is a discreepancy, the vallues found usinng the NCPA method
m
should be used,
since it is moore important to
t reduce the effect
e
of uncorrrected non-com
mmon-path aberrations than to have the loop gains
set correctly to a few perccent. The centtroid gain usinng the expresssion in Eq. (5)) with a fudgee factor of 0.88 fits the
simulated data. This is overrdrawn in Figuure 8 as a continnuous curve.

Figure 8: Estim
mated centroid gains
g
from simullations and seeinng-based approacch (i.e. using Eqqn. (5) with a fuddge factor of 0.8..)
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5.4 Telescop
pe segment piston error
There are tw
wo major comp
ponents of stattic aberrationss in the case of
o the NIRC2 AO instrumennt. The first onne is the
astigmatism (~ 250nm rmss wavefront errror) introducedd by the infrareed dichroic thaat transmits thee science beam
m and the
aberrations of
o the NIRC2 camera
c
itself. The
T second onee comes from the
t optical elem
ments that are prior to the AO bench
and hence noot probed durin
ng daytime AO
O calibration.
The first com
mponent of stattic aberration iss carefully accounted for in thhe daytime AO
O calibration prrocedure by measuring
m
and applyingg corrections to
o the WFS cenntroid offsets. The
T challenges to this approaach are: (1) spoot size dependeency, (2)
WFS operatiing off-null, an
nd (3) saturatioon of the DM actuators
a
underr poor seeing conditions.
c
As the seeing chaanges the
spot size alsoo changes, resu
ulting in signifficant leakage of the instrum
ment static aberrrations for on--sky observatioons. The
automated ceentroid gain up
pdate tool dem
monstrated in Section
S
5.2 adddresses this chhallenge. The centroid
c
gain update
u
is
also beneficiial to the overaall performancee of the AO coontrol loop. Thhere is no easyy solution to thhe other two chhallenges
in the currentt Keck AO sysstem. In spite of
o these carefull AO calibratioons, we do see some static com
mponent in thee science
path on the sky that is not seen
s
by the WF
FS. The secondd component of
o static aberrattion comes from
m the telescopee itself –
primarily duee to the segmen
nt piston error..
Our approacch in the past has been to take
t
on-sky loong exposure phase
p
diversitty measuremennts to characteerize the
residual low order static ab
berrations (Secction 2.2). Morre recently we started questiooning this approach. What if segment
piston error is
i the major so
ource of the ressidual static abberration? We have
h
thought about
a
this durinng the early paart of the
project but discorded as thee telescope is tyypically phased to an rms waavefront error of
o ~ 30 nm. Hoowever, there are
a some
serious questions about th
he stability of telescope segm
ment phasing and the comppensation appliied to accountt for the
terrace modee.
Here we alsoo attempt meassuring high ordder static aberrrations throughh short exposurre NIRC2 imagge with some diversity
d
using a phasse retrieval meethod. The abiility to measurre segment pisston errors usinng the sciencee instrument would
w
be
beneficial to improving thee telescope phhasing process as well. Segm
ment piston errror could potenntially be a siggnificant
problem for the
t segmented extremely largge telescopes especially
e
if freequent phasing of the segmennts is needed.
We have impplemented a Gerchberg-Saxt
G
on phase retrieeval algorithm to validate thee performancee of the phase diversity
d
algorithm annd to explore th
he possibility of
o measuring high
h
order aberrrations. In-foccus images sufffer from meassurement
noise and hennce (unlike in the case of phaase diversity) we
w opted to usse a single expoosure NIRC2 image
i
with som
me focus
diversity for this phase rettrieval approacch. The approoach has its ow
wn weakness of
o difficulties to use with non-point
n
sources for loong exposures and speckle noise
n
for short exposures.
e
Nevvertheless, we anticipate extrracting compleementary
information using
u
this apprroach. The testt results using the phase retrrieval algorithm
m are presentedd below for tw
wo cases:
(1) simulatedd data with add
ded piston errorr and (2) on-skky data.
5.5 Single exposure phasee retrieval: sim
mulations
a 1.6455 μm with
w segment piston
p
errors are
a shown in Figure 9. The dataset
d
includess one inSimulated NIRC2 images at
used images (±
±4 mm), corressponding to an rms wavefront error of 0.48 waves.
focus image and two defocu

Figure 9: Sim
mulated NIRC2 im
mages with addeed piston error (1150 nm). Left to right: in-focus, 4 mm defocus, and
a -4 mm defoccus.
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We applied piston
p
errors to
o seven of the 36 Keck segm
ments to form the letter “P” with an rms wave
w
front erroor of 150
nm. The ampplitude of the individual
i
pistton errors are 0.229,
0
0.343, -0.343,
-0.229,, -0.458, 0.2299 and 0.458 μm
m for the
segments 5, 8, 15, 18, 22, 32 and 34. In addition, 0.2 radian rms ranndom phase haas been added to the telescoppe pupil.
The poked seegments can bee easily seen frrom the appliedd phase maps shown
s
in Figurre 10.
The algorithm
m converges very
v
well and retrieves
r
the piston errors froom single exposure defocusedd image with an
a image
correlation of 99.95%. Figu
ure 10 shows thhe applied phaase map with +4
+ mm defocuss (0.48 waves at
a 1.6455 μm; left) and
the retrievedd phase map (m
middle). Also shown is the projected
p
pistoon error (rightt) on to the tellescope segmeents. The
results for thhe -4 mm defo
ocus case are very
v
similar too the case of +4
+ mm defocuss. Even the sinngle exposure in-focus
image using the algorithm starts to recovver the applied phase, but som
me sort of diveersity is certainnly needed, at least for
the NIRC2 pixel sampling, to retrieve higgher order aberrrations such ass segment pistoon error.

PIIW

Figure 10: Lefft: Input phase map.
m Middle: Rettrieved phase maap. Right: Projeccted segment pisston error.

5.6 On-sky short exposurre NIRC2 dataa
RC2 data weree taken with ±55 mm defocus offsets (0.6 waaves at 1.64555 μm) on 2016 May 31
On-sky shortt-exposure NIR
UT for the puurpose of phasse retrieval. The retrieved phaase map for thee +5mm defocuus offset is shoown in Figure 11 (left).
Also shown in this figure is the projecteed telescope seegment piston error (right). The
T reconstruccted phase maap shows
noticeable seegment piston error.
e

Figure 11: Lefft: The retrieved phase map using a modified GS
S algorithm. Righht: projected seggment piston erroor.

It came to ligght very recenttly that the com
mpensation forr the terrace moode of the Kecck II primary mirror
m
is being wrongly
applied to thee primary mirrror control systtem resulting inn a relatively laarge segment piston
p
error (peeak to peak vallues of ~
as much as 1 μm across thee full telescopee pupil) for low
w elevation obsservations. How
wever, the prim
mary componennt of this
wavefront errror is tip/tilt which
w
is not releevant here. Whhile the tip/tilt removed
r
terracce mode has a well-defined
w
saaw-tooth
pattern, the corresponding rms wavefronnt error of ~ 70
7 nm at lower elevations is
i comparable to that of thee typical
random segm
ment piston errror. Effects arre underway to
t model this error term to improve PSF reconstructionn of the
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existing engiineering data further.
fu
The abiility to measure the residual segment
s
pistonn error using AO
A science insttruments
is beneficial not only for PSF reconstructtion but in provviding valuablee input for the overall perform
mance of the telescope
for science operations.

6. ON-S
SKY RESU
ULTS
The on-sky observations
o
fo
or the on-axis NGS case werre taken in 2013 with limiteed supplementaary data taken recently
(on 2016 Maay 31 UT), and
d that for the LG
GS case were taken
t
in 2014 and 2015. All these measureements were takken with
the narrow caamera of the NIRC2
N
imager (pixel scale ~110 mas) using the
t Fe II narrow
w band filter (eeffective waveelength =
1.6455 μm). The measureements include NIRC2 NGS or LGS imagees taken with a range of guidde star magnituudes and
NIRC2 NGS in-focus and out-of-focus
o
im
mages for staticc aberration esttimation using phase diversityy.
The on-axis results
r
from an
nalysis of the on-sky
o
NGS daata taken on 20013 Feb. 03 UT
T and 2013 Augg. 01 UT, and the LGS
data taken onn 2015 July 7 UT
U are presentted in this secttion. The NGS
S data taken onn 2013 Sep. 14 UT is excludeed as the
static measuurements durin
ng this engineeering run is not
n satisfactoryy. Also, the measurements
m
t
taken
at 10544 Hz are
excluded as the
t internal test show significcant noise in thhe AO telemetrry at frameratess (Section 5.2.))

ó
OJ

Figure 12 com
mpares the Strrehl ratio and thhe FWHM of the
t reconstructted and the NIR
RC2 PSFs. Thee contribution from the
diffraction pattern is quadrratically subtraacted from thee reconstructedd and sky FW
WHM values. Overall
O
there iss a good
match of the reconstructed and the NIRC
C2 PSFs in term
ms of Strehl raatio and FWHM
M. The correlaation coefficiennt for the
Strehl ratio and
a FWHM co
omparisons is 0.97
0
and 0.99 respectively.
r
T rms value of
The
o the percentaage difference between
the reconstruucted and the sky
s FWHM is ~10%. Overalll, the reconstrructed FWHM is ~ 15% largger than that off the sky
value. Whenn the fixed offsset (~ 3 mas) iss removed, thee percentage diifference goes down to ~ 5%
%. In the case of
o Strehl
ratio, the rmss value of the percentage
p
diffference betweeen the reconstrructed and the sky values is ~12%.
~
The higgh Strehl
ratio measureements, taken at
a relatively higgh frame rates, show some syystematic bias that is being innvestigated.

I

I
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Figure 12: Lefft: The reconstru
ucted Strehl ratioo is compared wiith the NIRC2 Sttrehl ratio for the 2013 Feb. 03 UT
U and 2013 Auug. 01
UT NIRC2 daata. Right: Same as the left plot but
b for the FWHM
M after quadratiically subtractingg the contributioon from the diffraction
pattern.
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Figure 13 & Figure 14 com
mpare reconstruucted PSF withh the Sky PSF for a bright higgh Strehl ratio (Figure 13) annd a faint
low Strehl raatio (Figure 14)). The normalizzed reconstructted PSFs comppare very well with the sky PSFs for the twoo cases.
Sky

P
PSF-R

Figure 13: Thee reconstructed NGS
N
PSF (midddle) is compared with the sky PSF
F (left) for a brigght high Strehl ratio
r
case. The im
mages
were taken at 1.655 μm. Rightt: a scan across the
t PSF through the peak is show
wn in logarithmiic scale.

Sky

PS
SF-R

K.

Figure 14: Lefft: The reconstru
ucted NGS PSFs are compared with
w the sky PSFs for a faint low Strehl ratio casee. The images were
w taken
at 1.655 μm. Right:
R
a scan acrross the PSF throough the peak is shown in logaritthmic scale.

The reconstruucted LGS AO
O PSFs taken on
o 2015 July 7 UT are comppared with the sky PSFs in Fiigure 15: (left)) and the
1D intensity profiles is show
wn in Figure 15
1 (right). As inn the case of thhe NGS observvations, the skyy PSFs were takken with
F II filter (λ
λeff = 1.6455 μm; δλ= 0.0256 μm). Thee tip-tilt star was
w on-axis for
f these
the NIRC2 camera with Fe
SFs match fairlly well with thee sky PSFs. Allso shown in thhis figure (righht; dotted
observations. Again, the reconstructed PS
r
profiles
p
ignorinng the focal annisoplanatism.
line) are the reconstructed
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A typical Strehl exam
mple (SR ~ 0.22); 2015 Juuly 07
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A typical low Strehl exaample (SR ~ 0.12); 20155 July 07
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Figure 15: Lefft: The reconstru
ucted LGS PSFs are compared with
w the sky PSFss for a typical Sttrehl ratio and a low Strehl ratio case.
The images weere taken at 1.65
55 μm. Right: a scan
s
across the PSF
P through the peak is shown in logarithmic sccale. The cross syymbol,
the solid line, and the dotted liine represent thee sky profile, the model profile and
a the model profile ignoring foocal anisoplanatiism.

7. OFF-A
AXIS ALGO
ORITHM DEVELOPM
D
MENT
Off-axis PSF
F prediction too
ols are developped at UCLA. The Galactic Center
C
Group @ UCLA is abbout to finish a project
to optimize the
t extraction of
o AO astromeetry and photom
metry by incorrporating meassurements of thhe Earth’s atm
mospheric
turbulence prrofile and instrrumental aberraations to build a model of thee PSF spatial variations
v
in AO
O image obtainned with
the NIRC2 innstrument on th
he Keck II teleescope.
The UCLA team
t
has deveeloped algorithhms to predict how the PSF varies and inccorporated them
m into a new software
package: AIR
ROPA (Anisop
planatic and Innstrumental Reeconstruction of Off-axis PS
SFs for AO). This
T
software package
makes use of
o independently measured atmospheric
a
daata like MASS
S and DIMM profiles
p
and predicts the diffferential
OTFs betweeen different fieeld positions. Based
B
on ARR
ROYO (M. Briitton 2006), a set
s of C++ claass libraries thaat aim to
support simuulations of eleectromagnetic wave
w
propagaation through turbulence
t
andd through optical systems, AIROPA
A
includes C++
+ tools for preedicting both natural guide star and laserr guide star PS
SFs, as well as
a application program
interfaces (A
APIs) for IDL. Furthermore, it
i provides extensive IDL moodules for Fouurier-based PSF
F manipulationn and for
PSF modelinng from any externally
e
generated aberratiion maps. Theese IDL routinnes and APIs are integratedd with a
modified verrsion of StarFin
nder [17].
A flow charrt of AIROPA
A’s software structure is shhown in Figuure 16. Basedd on additionaal data describbing the
atmospheric turbulence at the time of observation,
o
a set of spatiallly variable PSF
Fs is modeledd. AIROPA is a semiempirical appproach that ex
xtracts informattion on the onn-axis PSF from
m the science image
i
itself (P
PSF Extractionn). In the
future we plaan to replace th
his part with thee on-axis modeel generated froom AO telemeetry data.
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Figure 16: A flow
f
chart of the off-axis softwarre showing varioous components..

The AIROPA
A software, a modified
m
versioon of StarFindeer (StarFinder__AIROPA), annd related IDL interface routinnes have
been successsfully installed at WMKO to be used for otther off-axis sccience program
ms as well. With these steps we have
entered the phase
p
of on-sky
y tests of our software
s
packaage, and we exxpect to have a validated off-axis predictionn tool by
end of 2016.

8 SCIENC
8.
CE VERIFIC
CATION
damental propeerties like masss, density, lumiinosity and struucture via quanntitative measuurements
Astronomerss measure fund
of positions, brightness, mo
orphology and kinematics to understand the physical propperties of the universe.
u
The accuracy
a
of the quantiitative science measurementss is limited by the accuracy too which the PS
SF is known annd by its variaability. A
highly accuraate and detailed 2-dimensionnal (2D) PSF prrovided with each
e
science obbservation wouuld be ideal. In practice
this will be very
v
challengin
ng and in manyy cases may noot be needed. Itt is therefore im
mportant to unnderstand what features
of the PSF haave the largest impact on diffferent types of science measuurements and reesults.
The type of PSF
P knowledg
ge that would provide
p
the most benefit to a particular science case is higghly specific. Overall
O
a
careful charaacterization of the PSF wouldd benefit both observing effiiciency and meeasured uncerttainties. Table 2 shows
the science cases identified
d for the initial science verificcation.
We have collected initial science data with
w and withhout a coronoggraphic mask for
f a planet seearch program
m (PI: S.
Ragland) andd more recently
y the target listt for this case has
h been extended through a collaboration with
w B. Bowlerr and M.
Liu. We plann on testing th
he algorithm onn a set of brigght binary starss in the NGS configuration first before tessting the
other NGS annd LGS on-axiis and off-axis cases.
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Table 2: Science Cases.

Research Area

Observable

PSF
parameters

Observing
Mode

Science
collaborators

Dynamical mass
measurements for Brown
Dwarfs and Low-Mass Stars

Astrometry

FWHM

(near) On-axis
NGS/LGS

M. Liu &
T. Dupuy

Planet search

Astrometry

FWHM &
Strehl ratio

On-axis NGS

S. Ragland &
B. Bowler

Galaxy Morphology and
Kinematics

Morphology & Kinematics

FWHM &
Strehl ratio

On-axis/offaxis LGS

S. Wright

Stellar population in the
Galactic center

Astrometry, Photometry,
Morphology & Kinematics

2D profile

Off-axis LGS

Gravitational lensing

Astrometry, Photometry,
Morphology & Kinematics

2D profile

off-axis LGS

A. Ghez

T. Treu

9. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS
The on-axis PSF reconstruction algorithm development is complete and the code is being tweaked to improve the
performance. The reconstructed PSFs are compared with the sky PSFs in terms of FWHM and Strehl ratio. High level
prototype operational tools to reconstruct on-sky NIRC2 PSFs have been developed and some initial tests were carried
out.
We find that accurate estimation of (1) atmospheric seeing (< 10% accuracy), (2) non-common path aberration, and (3)
telescope segment piston error are essential for PSF-R. A well-optimized AO system with known control loop
characteristics is also crucial for PSF-R. The ability to measure residual telescope piston error using the AO science
instrument is beneficial for PSF-R as well as for the overall performance of the telescope for science operations.
The next steps are:
(1) Document the PSF reconstruction process in a series of journal articles.
(2) Integrate off-axis components developed at UCLA and validate the algorithm with on-sky engineering data.
(3) Conduct an operational tool design review.
(4) Carryout science verification.
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